Post main lesson plan
Topic:

Driveway safety

Year:

Pre-Primary

Title:

Driveway, no play

Duration:

50 minutes

Western Australian Curriculum links
Health and Physical Education
Strand: Personal, Social and Community Health
Sub-strand: Being healthy, safe and active
Content:
Protective behaviours to keep safe and healthy: saying ‘no’; moving away; telling an adult; asking for
help
Sub- strand: Communicating and interacting for health and wellbeing
Content:
Personal and social skills to interact with others: expressing needs; wants and feelings; active listening
self - discipline
Sub –strand: Contributing to healthy and active communities
Content:
Actions that promote health, safety and wellbeing, such as following safety symbols and procedures

English
Strand: Literacy
Sub-strand: Interacting with others
Content:
Use interaction skills including listening while others speak, using appropriate voice levels, articulation
and body language, gestures and eye contact

Lesson Objectives:




Students compare safe and unsafe places to play
Students create a driveway safety spot
Through the use of observation, students identify that not all people can be seen easily

Materials/ Equipment:








Computer
Smartboard / Whiteboard
Download ‘driveway safety interactive’ worksheet
Outdoor markers/cones
Print front to back (double sided) a class set of the ‘Driveway safety star’ worksheet
Colouring pencils
Scissors

Time
5 mins

Content
Introduction:
In today’s lesson we are going to talk about the dangers of driveways.
When I say the word danger, or unsafe, what could I be talking about?
Why are driveways a dangerous place to play?
What could happen if you choose to play in the driveway?
How might you feel if you were hurt because you chose to play in the driveway? How
might your family feel if you were hurt? What are some of the things you would miss
out on if you were hurt while playing in the driveway?
Let’s see if we can pick the difference between safe and dangerous / unsafe places

10 mins

Activity 1: Driveway interactive whiteboard worksheet
The teacher is to open the ‘driveway safety interactive worksheet’
Teacher is to follow instructions on worksheet and also engage in a class discussion (see
teacher notes on the ‘driveway safety interactive worksheet’)
Students repeat the saying ‘driveway, no play!’
Ask students to suggest places they could play instead of on or near the driveway

20 mins

Activity 2: Can’t be seen game
Students are going to be heading outside to play a game
Use the markers/cones to create a large circle
Ask each student to stand beside each marker (except for one student)
Ask the remaining student to stand in the middle facing the teacher. They are going to
pretend they are in a car
The student in the middle must look straight ahead at the teacher and say the student’s
names that he/she can see. The student must not turn their head to the side
This activity demonstrates that when people are in a car sometimes other people
cannot be seen
See diagram below: Teacher in orange, selected student pretending to be a car in purple
and the rest of the class in blue

-

Discuss how this could be similar to being in a driveway
Students repeat the saying ‘driveway, no play!’
If time permits, move students around and select a different person for the middle
position

10 mins

Activity 3: Driveway safety spot/star
Students describe safe and unsafe situations in the driveway
Introduce the driveway safety star
Show the students the driveway safety star worksheet
Ask students to list examples for safe places at their home for them to wave cars
goodbye e.g. at the front door, on the steps etc.
Remind students the saying ‘driveway, no play!’
Student decorate their driveway safety star

5 mins

Conclusion:
Wow! We have learnt a lot this lesson. We now know that driveways can be dangerous.
What don’t we do in driveways?
Where are good places to play?
What are we going to do with our safety star?

